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* _**Chapter 6** :_ Gimp * _**Chapter 7** :_ Fireworks * _**Chapter 10** :_ NewsGator Gallery * _**Chapter 12** :_ SkelScape * _**Chapter 14** :_ Google Earth It's rare to use one image editing application for all of your image editing needs. Adobe has come up with an array of programs that are at once effective and powerful. Today's crop and vector editing will be discussed in depth in Chapter 5; Chapter 6 discusses resizing, converting, and
retouching; Chapter 7 covers web designing and photo editing. The next chapter deals with how to enhance and color correct your photos. # Chapter 2: Making and Manipulating Bitmaps Your images need to be organized and preserved in a structured manner if you want to spend the time to go through them later in this process. Bitmaps, commonly called _jpeg files_, are the best type of format for working with graphics images and photo management
applications such as Photoshop, Microsoft Windows Photo Gallery (that comes with Microsoft Windows XP and Windows Vista), and Apple iPhoto. To ensure that your images are organized in this manner, before you begin editing your images, you should create a folder on your hard drive that's devoted solely to the images you want to have in your catalog. Create a subfolder in your main image folder for each photo in your catalog, with an _i_ for _image_ and
a _jpg_ or _tif_ extension. You can rename your images by right-clicking on the image's name and selecting Rename from the shortcut menu; when you save the file, ensure that you save it with the same name, including the extension. In the sections that follow, you see how to open files, select images, enhance, adjust, and crop them. The following sections discuss how to create a bitmap file by clicking on an image file. # Installing an image editing program If
you're a graphic design person, you may want to have the comprehensive Adobe Photoshop program available to you, or you may be a simpler type of person who just wants to learn how to crop and resize an image. The ease of learning how to use Photoshop, while its powerful capabilities can be intimidating, make it a good choice for beginners. The interface is easy to understand. The huge file sizes can be a bit of a bother when you
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Podcast: How to Use Photoshop (ADOBE) How to Use Photoshop Quickly This article covers the basics for the beginner in Photoshop. It is important to remember that you can find even the most basic tutorials on the internet. Most of the following tutorials have been posted on Youtube, Google and Quora. The 'How To' App Sometimes knowing the basics doesn't help you to achieve your goals. One of the best websites I've ever visited is the 'How to' website. It's
full of great articles, and it's free to use. Most of the tutorial articles include links to video tutorials. Obviously you can always learn more by asking questions on the internet, but this website helps you out and lets you skip right to the tutorial video. This is my main go-to website when I want to improve my Photoshop skills. The Beginners Guide This guide has been produced by the folks at Adobe, and it may be one of the most thorough tutorials I've ever seen. It
covers in great detail Photoshop, but it's also very good. Another website I've heard great things about is Photoshop User. Learning Through Practice The next two tutorials focus on learning through practice. I personally find it much better to learn by doing. The tutorials are part of a series of tutorials called Photoshop Mastery. This training covers many different topics. 1. One of the first steps to learn anything is to find out what you don't know. One of the best
ways to do this is to watch tutorials from professionals who are experts in their field. I cannot stress enough how much I love a good tutorial! 2. Sometimes just watching a video is not enough. It's great to learn from videos, but in the end, you need to practice. It's also best to make a plan before starting to learn. When learning a new skill, it's helpful to go at a pace that is comfortable for you. I like to learn slowly and then speed up. It keeps me in the flow of the
tutorial, and it keeps me from getting bored and quitting. 3. Eventually, you'll want to watch your own work with different tools. It will help you to understand how the tools work. You might also find it helpful to try a variety of tools, and to compare and contrast different approaches. You don't need to be a super-star to learn. You just need to be willing to try to 05a79cecff
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This copy is for your personal, non-commercial use only. To order presentation-ready copies for distribution to your colleagues, clients or customers, click the "Reprints" link at the bottom of any article. October 21, 2012 Women Running Retirement Plans Struggle With Communication, Survey Finds As they move into mid-career, women are less confident in their ability to communicate, feel less appreciated, and report less interest in their work than men,
according to a new survey. The survey, conducted by Hewitt Associates, showed that while 77% of women plan to take at least one day off each week compared with 90% of men, only 31% of women admit to taking at least one day off each week compared with 43% of men. The survey, based on more than 1,400 individuals who represent a cross section of the work force, showed that women in their mid-career are less confident than men when it comes to
communicating at work, dealing with management, and receiving feedback. Respondents also felt that they were less well-known at work (33% of women compared with 49% of men) and were less appreciated (51% of women compared with 62% of men). Less than a quarter of women (23%) say that they received positive feedback at work compared with 39% of men. In addition, although women and men have similar career expectations, women in mid-career
tend to feel less confident that they will be able to advance within their company (54% of women and 63% of men) and advance in their careers (57% of women and 72% of men). Additionally, women in mid-career reported that they feel less interested in their work (45% of women compared with 53% of men) and that they don’t have as much to do at work (72% of women compared with 84% of men). “I think it’s clear that having a career and living up to your
career expectations is something for which women are still struggling,” said Debbie Voudreau, chief talent officer of Hewitt. “This can lead to a disconnect between men and women in mid-career, and in particular, it can hamper a woman’s ability to influence and get ahead at work.” Women in their mid-career may be affected by different expectations placed on them in men and women’s
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// Package nedbclient implements a RESTful OpenAPI client for services implemented at nedb.io. package nedbclient import ( "context" "errors" "net/http" "time" "github.com/neo4j-contrib/gometrics/src/metrics" "github.com/sirupsen/logrus" "github.com/openapitools/go-openapi/spec" "github.com/openapitools/go-openapi/strfmt" "go.uber.org/zap" "go.nedb.io/api/core" "go.nedb.io/api/kv" "go.nedb.io/errors" ) const ( // Default timeout for operations
defaultOperationTimeout = 30 * time.Second // Default timeout for the body of every operation defaultBodyResponseTimeout = 30 * time.Second // Default timeout for the body of every request defaultRequestTimeout = 30 * time.Second // Default Request Decorators defaultRequestDecorators = []func(func(context.Context, http.Request)) func(context.Context, http.Request) // Default body decoder defaultBodyDecoder = strfmt.Default ) var ( // Default
operations timeout defaultOperationTimeout = 30 * time.Second // Default body response time-out defaultBodyResponseTimeout = 30 * time.Second // Default request time-out defaultRequestTimeout = 30 * time.Second // Default request decorators defaultRequestDecorators = []func(func(context.Context, http.Request)) func(context.Context, http.Request) // Default body decoder defaultBodyDecoder = strfmt.Default ) type operationTimeoutError struct {
operationID string message string bodyResponseFn func() } // OperationError is a wrapper around error type OperationError struct { operationTimeoutError err error } // NewOperationTimeoutError creates a new Operation
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